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ABSTRACT: Face recognition systems are becoming popular in most of the applications ranging from gaming to 
surveillance. Conventionally, 2D cameras are used in face recognition applications and hence 2D face recognition 
algorithms are employed. However, it has become very easy to obtain 3D camera at cheaper cost, now days. It is 
interesting to see how 3D camera information can be used to overcome the challenges faced by conventional 2D face 
algorithms. Recently Creative Labs launched Senz3D camera which outputs the RGB and depth images with 
misalignment in object present in them. To overcome this, we proposed two algorithms in this paper. It is found that 
these algorithms have improved the recognition performance significantly. We also explored the various feature 
representations for the fusion of RGB and depth face ROIs. The fusion of RGB and depth ROIs representation is 
achieved at matching score level with nearest neighbor classifier. It is observed that among all combinations of feature 
representations for RGB and depth images, two methods, HOG (RGB) +LDA (Depth) and LBP (RGB) +LDA (Depth), 
have performed better for fusion system.Additionally, the fusion can play more critical role in the situations where light 
is not present in vicinity by adaptively increasing the fusion weight associated with depth information. 
 
KEYWORDS: 2D Face; 3D Face; RGB-D camera; Face Recognition; Fusion; Depth image. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of face recognition systems is well known in various areas of applications such as e-governance, 

surveillance, border-security, office-attendance systems etc. Recently, face biometric systems are embedded into mobile, 
desktop and dedicated hardware machines installed at indoor or outdoor locations. The applications ranging from gaming 
to surveillance can use camera based face recognition systems. Seeing the importance of these systems, it is very 
important to have reliable and robust performance from face recognition system. Covariates like non-uniform lighting 
and pose variations are challenges in making application commercially viable. To remove the effects of these covariates, 
researchers across the world are focusing towards making biometrics flawless. More recently, there is an easy 
availability of 3D cameras is observed. Thus, it is worth to study the effectiveness of 3D cameras to overcome the 
undesired effects due to illumination changes and pose variation.  

Fig1: TOF (Time of Flight) technique for depth (Range) 
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The 3D camerawhich outputs RGB and range (depth) images is now easily available at cheaper cost [17]. Recently, 3D 
cameras with RGB-D information are launched from Microsoft (Kinect Sensor), ASUS and more recently from Creative 
Labs (Senz3D).  Though, the conventional camera uses stereo matching calculation for determining the depth, the 
cameras, mentioned above, use technique of TOF (Time of Flight) using IR camera as shown in figure 1.  The depth of 
image is created based on the physical principal that depth, distance between surface point and camera, is proportional to 
the time taken by pulse wave to travel from source-to-object-to-sensor. There are several algorithms successfully applied 
to 2D color based face recognition. The additional depth information to the 2D color images can improve the 
performance of face recognition system. Though, the overall structure of face of all human is same, there is intra-subject 
variations across the human subjects in terms of depth pattern at local regions of face. Due to depth information of object 
(Face) surface available in addition to the RGB image, face recognition algorithm can be made more efficient and robust 
as compared to the algorithm, where only RGB image is employed.  The depth range of Creative Camera has been 
specified as a close range of 6 inch to 3.25 ft. Its frame rate is up to 30 fps and there is synchronization between depth 
and RGB image capture.Most of the study and results presented in existing literature is based on the image captured by 
Kinect sensor. Our study is different from this, in the sense we used close range RGB-D camera of Senz3D. To the best 
of our knowledge, there is no experimental study so far published in the literature with data samples acquired by Senz3D 
camera. In close range camera, small subject motion would be more visible in the images than that in mid-range images. 
Another difference with Creative 3D camera is that it has lower resolution as compared to the Kinect images. However, 
advantage with this 3D camera lies in its small size and hence more suitable for tablet and mobile devices. Applications 
like online banking, online registration, loyalty programs and call-centre security QA to continue the call; are few of lot 
many applications where Senz3D camera can be employed. 

The fusion of RGB and depth face images for the face recognition is the main objective of this paper. While fusing 
the two sources, it is important to ensure face images are registered properly. In Senz3D camera, face ROI is not 
aligned between depth and RGB images. Thus, it is essential to find the face region in both images separately in order 
to have aligned face across them. This paper presents the study on the different approaches of face ROI align-and–
extract step. The performance analysis of fusion system at matching score level with different feature representations 
like PCA, LDA, SIFT, Gabor, HOG and LBP is performed in this paper. These features were applied to both, RGB and 
depth images and explored the applicability of feature in different scenarios. The reaming part of the paper is organized 
as follows. In section II, the literature review is presented. In next section III, possible approaches of face ROI align-
and-extract are described. In section IV, face recognition system and different features are elaborated.  Experimental 
results are presented in section V and discussion over the results is covered in this section. Finally, paper is concluded 
with remarks in section VI. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
The work done in [12] presents an algorithm applied to a low resolution 3D sensor for robust face recognition under 

challenging conditions. This system involves a preprocessing algorithm which employs the facial symmetry at the 3D 
point cloud level to obtain a canonical frontal view, shape and texture, of the faces irrespective of their initial pose. The 
smoothening is applied to noisy depth data captured from low resolution camera in order to fill up holes and remove the 
noise from depth info. The RGB and Depth images are approximated by Sparse Representation using pre-trained 
dictionary.  Experiments performed over 5000 facial images obtained from a publicly available database of RGB-D 
images with varying poses, expressions, illumination and disguise, acquired using the Kinect sensor records the 
recognition rates are 96.7% for the RGB-D data and 88.7% for the noisy depth data alone. 

Another interesting work [13] presents a continuous 3D face authentication system that uses a RGB-D camera to 
monitor the accessing user and ensure that only the authorized user uses a protected system. This system reduces the 
amount of cooperation required from user as compared to the other existing systems.  The algorithm was evaluated with 
four 40 minutes long videos with variations in facial expressions, occlusions and pose, and an equal error rate of 0.8% 
was achieved. The proposed algorithm in [14] computes a descriptor based on the entropy of RGB-D faces along with 
the saliency feature obtained from a 2D face.  Random decision forest classifier is used over the input descriptor for 
identification. Experiments were performed with RGB-D face database pertaining to 106 individuals. The experimental 
results indicate that the RGB-D information obtained by Kinect can be used to achieve improved face recognition 
performance compared to existing 2D and 3D approaches. The recent work done in [15] introduces the facial analyzes 
using synchronized RGB-D-T, where T is for thermal modality image. The recognition was performed using facial 
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images by introducing a database of 51 persons including facial images of different rotations, illuminations, and 
expressions. 

In [18], authors have worked towards reliable face detection system using RGB and depth data together. In kinect 
sensor, RGB and depth data are well matched with the help of device drivers provided and doesn’t need alignment 
across them.  The camera used in [19], 3DV System’s ZCam also gives RGB and depth images aligned with each other 
and thus doesn’t need extra alignment  module. The normalization of range data is achieved by detecting nose-tip and 
then face region in input image in [20]. Various global and local features applied to represent face region and fuse the 
data from RGB and depth images.  The  work described in [21] deals in  process of face synthesis by image morphing 
from less expensive 3D sensors such as kinect that are prone to sensor noise. This synthesis can be used to make 3D 
dataset for the study of face recognition methods. 

 

III. FACE ROI ALIGN-AND-EXTRACT APPROACHES 
  
 Ideally, face ROI in face recognition system should be well-centred and with right dimensions. The well 
centered property ensures the alignment in samples while calculating matching similarity between probe and gallery 
samples. With rights dimension of ROI, it becomes possible to have appropriate inclusion of face region while 
excluding background. Due to different properties of devices used in colour and IR sensors in Creative 3D camera, face 
ROI in RGB is found to be not in alignment with face ROI in depth image. This is illustrated in figure 2. However, 
since binary depth mask outputted by this 3D camera is aligned with RGB image, it can be used to remove the 
background in the case where object is close to camera and background is far from it. This step helps in making face 
detection computationally faster in RGB image. But, as depth image is not aligned with RGB image, it is very critical 
to have alignment of ROIs in terms of centre and dimensions, both, before using them for recognition.  
 
 In order to overcome this problem, we developed the different approaches of faceROI alignment and 
extraction modules and studied their performances. We used three approaches as described below: 
 
 Baseline Approach: In this approach no alignment module is employed. Face ROI detection is easier in the 
RGB image than in the depth image. The face ROI from RGB image is mapped as it is onto depth image. Even 
dimensions of ROI are kept same.  
 Algorithm A: In this algorithm, calculations of centre and dimensions of face ROI in depth image are 
dependent on the face ROI localization in RGB image. First, the face ROI in depth image is approximately mapped as 
it is from face ROI of RGB image. Then, its location is refined by locating nose-tip. The nose-tip is located at the point 
where a depth maximum is detected in approximated face ROI region. This is valid for the assumptions that face in 
images is frontal or near-frontal.Now, nose-tip point is considered to be a centre of ROI. The dimensions of depth ROI 
are kept proportional to that of RGB ROI.  
  

 
 

Fig 2: Misalignment of object in RGB (left) and Depth (Middle) images (Observe -Scaled down face in depth image) and Depth-Mask (right) image 
in align with RGB image.  
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Algorithm –A- Alignment and determination of Width and Height of 
Face ROI in depth image from  RGB  ROI. 

Algorithm –B- Alignment and determination of Width and Height of 
Face ROI in depth image from face boundary edges.

Fig3 Proposed Face ROI detect-and-extract algorithms 

 Algorithm B:In this algorithm, step of finding the centre of ROI is same as that in algorithm A. However, 
dimensions of depth ROI are calculated differently.  To determine the ROI dimensions, approximated depth ROI is 
passed through canny edge detection. Edge map locates the boundary of face due to large depth difference between face 
surface and background. From nose-tip location, boundary edges are searched on right and left side in edge map to find 
the distances between nose-tip and those edges. The dimensions of ROI face in depth are decided with nose-tip to edge 
distances. 

IV.  FUSION BASED FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
 

 In face Recognition systems, feature representation and classifier are two important modules that affect the 
performance of application. It is evident in [21] that fusion of depth and RGB face ROIs can boost the recognition 
performance. Depth image can also play critical role when there is no illumination. The proposed face recognition 
system based on fusion of RGB and depth images is shown in figure 4. In following subsection, feature representations 
and fusion systems are explained in detail.  
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Fig 4:  Fusion System for RGB and Depth based Face Recognition 

A. Features:The different feature representation techniques that are considered in this work are described below.  
PCA: Principal component analysis (PCA) is a popular unsupervised statistical method to find useful image 

representations [1]. This method for facial recognition was a global PCA scheme in which the facial region was 
cropped for all images and resized to size 128x128. For the training set, the cropped facial images were used to 
calculate the PCA.  PCA was used to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector by projecting onto eigenvectors. In 
order to reduce the dimensionality of face representation, principle components/eigenvectors, corresponding to the 
higher Eigen values that models the around 95-98% of feature variance, were chosen.  The number of principle 
eigenvectors dependent on the samples used for calculating the PCA and approximately was in the range of 100-200. 
The each of the training was represented by PCA coefficients equal to the number of principle components chosen and 
projecting each of the images onto those eigenvectors. The test image is also projected on the same principle 
components and represented by PCA coefficients. Test PCA coefficients are compared by using appropriate classifier. 

 
LDA: Unlike PCA, LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) is a supervised method [2, 3]. While calculating for 

LDA subspace, each sample’s associated class is also considered. LDA maximizes the between-class variance, while 
minimizing the intra-class variance. Once LDA subspace is calculated, training and testing images are represented as 
explained in the PCA. 

 
Gabor: Gabor wavelet based feature extraction is proposed for face recognition in [4] and is robust to small-

angle rotation. Here, we used 7 landmarks and each landmark was processed by Gabor filter bank composed of 7 
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angular direction and 5 frequency scales. Thus, each landmark represented by 35 Gabor coefficients. The 
representations for all landmarks are concatenated to form the feature vector for give face image. 

 
HOG: Among many, HOG is one of the local descriptors that have given promising performance in variety of 

problems of computer vision [5, 6]. The image is decomposed into local regions and from each local region gradient 
orientation and its magnitude are calculated. In each bin of gradient orientation of histogram, corresponding 
magnitudes are accumulated for the local region. It is believed that HOG is robust to illumination variation for 
recognition problems [7]. 

 
 LBP: After using linear binary pattern (LBP) first time for measuring the local image contrast [8], it has been 
applied in several pattern classification problems [9, 10]. To calculate LBP, each pixel is assigned with a label by a 
type of binary pattern obtained in 3x3-neighborhood pixels by thresholdingneighborhood pixel intensity with centre 
pixel. The distribution of these binary patterns in local region is used as a feature representation, describing the nature 
of texture exist in that region. 
 
 SIFT:  Lowe [11] has introduced the shift invariant feature transform to describe the image globally. Its 
invariance nature to rotation, scaling and translation has been successfully used in several applications to get improved 
performance over other features. SIFT features calculated as a difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtered images for two 
different scales for few numbers of octaves (down sampled versions of images). Key points are extracted where 
extrema of DoG is found. 

 However, it is seen in [21] that Gabor and SIFT features representation doesn’t provide good perfraomce in its 
current form. Thus, expreimetns with the features are ignored in this work.  

B. Fusion:The features described earlier are used for representing the face ROI in RGB and depth images. We used 
various combination of these features applied to fusion of RGB and depth images. These combinations are 
tabulated below in table 1. The matching score between probe and gallery images are linearly weighted to calculate 
final matching score. Matching score is applied to nearest neighbour classifier to identify the recognized person.  

Table 1: Fusion based methods based on different representations for RGB and Depth images 

Sr. 
No. 

Color Image 
Representation 

Depth Image 
Representation 

Weighted 
Fusion        (W1, 

W2 ) 
1 PCA PCA W1*C+ W2*D 
2 LDA LDA W1*C+ W2*D 
3 LBP LBP W1*C+ W2*D 
4 HOG HOG W1*C+ W2*D 
5 LBP PCA W1*C+W2*D 
6 LBP LDA W1*C+ W2*D 
7 HOG PCA W1*C+ W2*D 
8 HOG LDA W1*C+ W2*D 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The dataset used here for all the experiments is explained in detail in [21]. First, we analysed the effect of face ROI 

align-and-extract modules. To do so, we performed the recognition experiments using two sub datasets, Frontal and 
Pose datasets.  Since, face ROI in RGB and depth images are not aligned and not of the same dimensions, face ROIs 
from both images need to be detected separately. We developed two algorithms to align the face ROIs. The recognition 
rates with these algorithms are presented in table 2. It is obvious to see that effect of misalignment is more in pose 
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deviated dataset than in frontal dataset. Both algorithms A and B have improved the recognition performance by means 
of alignment.  

Table 2 Recognition with Depth image only with different Detect-Align-Extract Algorithms 

 
FaceROI-Detect-Align-

Extract Algorithm 
Recognition Rate (%) 

Frontal  Dataset 
(illum _11) 

Pose Dataset 

RGB-to-Depth (without 
alignment – (Baseline Algo) 

42.01 33.52 

RGB-NoseTip-Depth-ROI 
(Algo -A) 

60.08 41.76 

RGB-NoseTip-Depth-Edge-
ROI (Algo-B) 

60.50 37.05 

 
 

Table 3: Recognition Performance for fusion based methods based on different representations for RGB or Depth images 

Color Image 
Representation 

Depth Image 
Representation 

Weighted 
Fusion        

(W1, W2 ) 

Recognition Rate (%) 

Illum-01 Illum-11 Pose Frontal 

PCA PCA C (RGB) -- -- -- -- 
W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- -- -- -- 

LDA LDA C (RGB) -- -- 65.88 78.23 
W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- -- 68.23 78.82 

LBP LBP W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- -- -- -- 

HOG HOG W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- -- -- -- 

LBP PCA W1*C+W2*D -- -- -- -- 
LBP LDA C(RGB) 85.50* 74.00* 69.50* 77.50* 

W1*C+ 
W2*D 

87.5* 79.0* 72.0* 76.0* 

HOG PCA W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- -- -- -- 

HOG LDA C (RGB)  80.25 75.12  
W1*C+ 
W2*D 

-- 81.09 76.47 -- 

*No of classes in experiment are 20 and 10 samples in gallery for each person class. 
-- The values of recognition rate in fusion that are smaller than 50% are ignored 

 
We also performed recognition experiment to examine the effect of fusion of RGB and Depth information with various 
features representation. The results obtained with fusion are shown table3. The recognition obtained using fusion is 
compared with recognition obtained with RGB image only. It can be seen that recognition with fusion is slightly higher 
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than that with RGB image only. Among all combination of feature representation for RGB and depth images, 
HOG(RGB) +LDA (Depth) and  LBP(RGB) +LDA (Depth) have shown there appropriateness for fusion system. It is 
evident from this that LDA feature subspace has good capability to represent the depth image.  This fusion system can 
be even more critical in case of situation where there is no light present; consequently, adaptive fusion can give more 
weightage to the depth images.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
It is easy to obtain 3D cameras at cheaper cost now days. Thus, it is interesting to see how 3D camerainformation 

can be used to overcome the challenges faced by conventional 2D face algorithms. Creative 3D camera outputs the 
RGB and depth images with misalignment in object present in images. To overcome this we proposed two algorithms 
in this paper and performances obtained with these two algorithms are reported. It is found that these two algorithms 
have improved the recognition performance due to proper alignment. Further, various features, which could be a 
candidate for feature representation for the RGB or depth face ROIs are explored in this work. The fusion of RGB and 
depth ROIs representation is achieved at matching score level with nearest neighbor classifier. It is observed that 
among all combinations of feature representation for RGB and depth images, two methods, HOG (RGB) +LDA 
(Depth) and LBP (RGB) +LDA (Depth), have performed better for fusion system.Thus, LDA feature subspace proved 
to be good representation for the depth images.  
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